We propose a novel method for multiple clustering that assumes a co-clustering structure (partitions in both rows and columns of the data matrix) in each view. The new method is applicable to high-dimensional data. It is based on a nonparametric Bayesian approach in which the number of views and the number of feature-/subject clusters are inferred in a data-driven manner. We simultaneously model different distribution families, such as Gaussian, Poisson, and multinomial distributions in each cluster block. This makes our method applicable to datasets consisting of both numerical and categorical variables, which biomedical data typically do. Clustering solutions are based on variational inference with mean field approximation. We apply the proposed method to synthetic and real data, and show that our method outperforms other multiple clustering methods both in recovering true cluster structures and in computation time. Finally, we apply our method to a depression dataset with no true cluster structure available, from which useful inferences are drawn about possible clustering structures of the data.
Introduction
We consider a clustering problem for a data matrix that consists of objects in rows and features (variables, or attributes) in columns. Clustering objects based on the data matrix is a basic data Note that a rectangle surrounded by bold lines corresponds to a single co-clustering structure with a single object cluster solution. In these panels, features and objects are sorted in the order of view, feature and object cluster indices (hence, the order of objects differs among the co-clustering rectangles).
mining approach, which groups objects with similar patterns of distribution. As an extension of conventional clustering, a co-clustering model has been proposed, which captures not only object cluster structure, but also feature cluster structure (features are grouped based on their distribution patterns, Figure 1a ). This has the effect of reducing the number of parameters, which enables the model to fit high-dimensional data. Yet, the co-clustering method (as well as conventional clustering methods) often does not work well for high-dimensional data, because such data may have different 'views' that characterize multiple clustering solutions 1 [13, 16] . For instance, in DNA analysis, a set of genes (features) may be related to clustering of subjects for a specific genetic disorder, while another set may be related to clustering of subjects for a different disorder.
Recently, several heuristic methods have been proposed to detect multiple clustering solutions of objects [3, 1, 11, 4] . However, with these multiple clustering methods it is not straightforward to determine the number of views. A more promising approach based on nonparametric mixture models assumes multivariate Gaussian mixture models for each view (Figure 1b) [8] . In the latter approach, the full Gaussian model for covariance matrices is considered, and the numbers of views and of object clusters are inferred in a data-driven way via the Dirichlet process. Such a method is quite useful to discover possible multiple cluster solutions when these numbers are not known in advance, which is usually the case. However, its application is limited to low dimensional cases (p < n), because in high-dimensional cases, the number of objects to infer posterior distribution for the full covariance matrix of the Gaussian distribution may be insufficient, resulting in overfitting. Moreover, this method also suffers the drawback that features need to belong to the same distribution family.
To address the aforementioned problems, we propose a novel multiple clustering method (referred to hereafter as the multiple co-clustering method). Our model is based on the following extension of the co-clustering model. First, we consider multiple views of co-clustering structure (Figure 1c) , where a univariate distribution is fitted to each cluster block [17] . Second, for each cluster block, the proposed method simultaneously deals with an ensemble of several types of distribution families such as Gaussian, Poisson, and multinomial distribution (Figure 1d) . Obviously, the first extension enables our model to fit high-dimensional data, while the second enables it to fit data that include different types of features (numerical and categorical).
One may consider a multiple clustering model by simply fitting a univariate distribution to each view (hereafter, we call it the 'restricted multiple clustering method'). However, such an approach has the drawback that it may replicate similar object cluster solutions for different views. For instance, features that discriminate among object clusters in the same manner would be allocated to different views, if these are negatively correlated or if they have different scales (hence, redundant views). As a consequence, it would not only complicate interpretation, but would also lose discriminative power relative to features. In the present paper, we retain this method for performance comparisons with our method.
Model
As in [8] , our model is based on nonparametric mixture models using the Dirichlet process [6, 5] . However, unlike the conventional Dirichlet process, we employ a hierarchical structure, because in our model, the allocation of features is determined in two steps: the first allocation to a view, and the second to a feature cluster in that view. Moreover, we allow for mixing of several types of features, such as mixtures of Gaussian, Poisson, and categorical/multinomial distributions. Note that in this paper, we assume that types of features are pre-specified by the user, and do not draw inferences about them from data. In the following section, we formulate our method to capture these two aspects. To estimate model parameters, we rely on a variational Bayes EM (Expectation Maximization) algorithm, which provides (iterative) updating equations of relevant parameters. In general, determining whether these updating equations may be expressed in closed form is a subtle problem. However, this is the case in our model, which provides an efficient algorithm to estimate views and feature-/object cluster solutions.
Multiple clustering model
We assume that a data matrix X consists of M types of distribution families that are known in advance. We decompose X = {X (1) , . . . ,
, where m is an indicator for a distribution family (m = 1, . . . , M ). Further, we denote the number of views as V (common to all distribution families), the number of feature clusters G (m) v for view v and distribution family m, and the number of object clusters K v for view v (common to all distribution families). Moreover, for simplicity of notation, we use
and K = max v K v to denote the number of features and the number of clusters, allowing for empty clusters.
With this notation, for i.
j,v,g = 1 if feature j of distribution family m belongs to feature cluster g in view v (0 otherwise). Combining this for different distribution families, we let Y = {Y (m) } m . Similarly, we consider a n × V × K object-partition (3rd-order) tensor Z in which Z i,v,k = 1 if object i belongs to object cluster k in view v. Note that feature j belongs to one of the views (i.e., v,g Y (m) j,v,g = 1)
Nonparametric multiple co-clustering method while object i belongs to each view (i.e., k Z (m) i,v,k = 1). Further, Z is common to all distribution families, which implies that our model estimates subject cluster solutions using information on all distribution families.
For a prior generative model of Y , we consider a hierarchical structure of views and feature clusters: views are first generated, followed by generation of feature clusters. Thus, features are partitioned in terms of pairs of view and feature cluster memberships, which implies that the allocation of feature is jointly determined by its view and feature cluster. On the other hand, objects are partitioned into object clusters in each view, hence, we consider just a single structure of object clusters for Z. We assume that these generative models are all based on a stick-breaking process as follows.
Generative model for feature clusters Y
We let Y (m) j·· denote a view/feature cluster membership vector for feature j of distribution family m, which is generated by a hierarchical stick-breaking process:
G,V ) T (the superscript T denotes matrix transposition); Mul(·|π) is a multinomial distribution of one sample size with probability parameter π; Beta(·|a, b) is a Beta distribution with prior sample size (a, b);
T . Note that we truncate the number of views with sufficient large V and the number of feature clusters with G [2] . When Y (m) j,v,g = 1, feature j belongs to feature cluster g at view v. By default, we set the concentration parameters α 1 and α 2 to one.
Generative model for object clusters Z
A subject cluster membership vector of object i in view v, denoted as Z i,v· , is generated by
where Z i,v· is a 1 × K (we take K sufficiently large) vector given by
T . We set the concentration parameter β to one. Our multiple clustering model is summarized in a graphical model of Figure 2 . It clarifies causal links among relevant parameters and a data matrix.
Figure 2: Graphical model of relevant parameters in our multiple co-clustering model. Feat-and obj-cluster denotes feature and object cluster, respectively. Note that ξ denotes all hyperparameters for distributions of parameters Θ.
Likelihood and prior distribution
We assume that each instance X (m) i,j independently follows a certain distribution, conditional on Y and Z. We denote θ (m) v,g,k as parameters of distribution family m in the cluster block of view v, feature cluster g and object cluster k. Further denoting Θ = {θ
where I(x) is an indicator function, i.e, returning 1 if x is true, and 0 otherwise. Note that the complete-data likelihood is not directly associated with
The joint prior distribution for parameters is given by
Variational Inference
As in [8] , we use variational Bayes EM for MAP (maximum a posteriori) estimation of Y and Z. The logarithm of the marginal likelihood p(X) is approximated using Jensen's inequality [12] :
where q(φ) is an arbitrary distribution for parameters φ. It can be shown that the difference between the left and right sides is given by the Kullback-Leibler divergence between q(φ) and p(φ|X), i.e., KL(q(φ), p(φ|X)). Hence, our approach of choosing q(φ) is to minimize KL(q(φ), p(φ|X)), which is tractable to evaluate. In our model, we choose q(φ) that is factorized over different parameters (mean field approximation):
where each q(·) is further factorized over subsets of parameters, w v , w
In general, the distribution
where E −q i (φ) denotes averaging with respect to l =i q l (φ l ) [14] . Applying this property to our model, it can be shown that
where the hyperparameters except for q Θ (Θ) are given by
where E q(θ) denotes averaging with respect to the corresponding q(θ) of θ
v,g,k ; ψ(·) denotes the digamma function defined as the first derivative of logarithm of gamma function. Note that τ
is normalized over pairs (g, v) for each pair (j, m), while η i,v,k normalized over k for each pair of (i, v). Observation models and priors of parameters Θ are specified in the following section.
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-Update the hyperparameters of relevant distribution families for q Θ (Θ).
-Update the hyperparameters for q w (w),
MAP for Y and Z in the run s * .
For observation models, we consider Gaussian, Poisson, and Categorical/multinomial distributions.
For each cluster block, we fit a univariate distribution of these families with the assumption that features within the cluster block are independent. We assume conjugate priors for the parameters of these distribution families. Variational inference and updating equations are basically the same as in [8] (See Appendix A).
Algorithm
With the updating equations of the hyperparameters, the variational Bayes EM proceeds as follows. First, we randomly initialize {τ (m) } m and {η v } v , and then alternatively update the hyperparameters until the lower bound L(q(φ)) in Eqs. (1) converges. This yields possible optimal distributions q Y (Y ) and q Z (Z), which immediately gives MAP estimates for Y and Z. We repeat this procedure a number of times, and choose the best solution with the largest lower bound. The algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1. Note that the lower bound L(q(φ)) is given by
where both terms on the right side can be derived in closed form. It can be shown that this monotonically increases as q(φ) is optimized.
Time complexity
For simplicity, we consider time complexity of our algorithm for a single run. If we assume that the number of required iterations for convergence is the same, the time complexity of the algorithm is equivalent to the number of operations for updating the relevant parameters. In that case, as can be seen in the updating equations in Eqs. (2) and Appendix A, the time complexity is just O(nd) where n and d are the number of objects and the number of features (we fix the number
Model representation
Nonparametric multiple co-clustering method of views and clusters). This enhances efficiency in applying our multiple co-clustering method to high-dimensional data. We return to this point in Section 4.4 to compare other multiple clustering methods.
Our multiple co-clustering model is sufficiently flexible to represent different clustering models because the number of views and the number of feature-/object clusters are derived in a data-driven approach. For instance, when the number of views is one, the model coincides with a co-clustering model; when the number of feature clusters is one for all views, it matches the restricted multiple clustering model. Furthermore, when the number of views is one and the number of feature clusters is the same as the number of features, it matches conventional mixture models with independent features. Moreover, our model can detect non-informative features that do not discriminate between object clusters. In such a case, the model yields a view in which the number of object clusters is one. The advantage of our model is to automatically detect such underlying data structures.
Missing values
Our multiple co-clustering model can easily handle missing values. Suppose that the missing entries occur at random, which may depend on the observed data, but not the missing ones (i.e., MAR, missing at random). We can deal with such missing values in a conventional Bayesian way, in which missing entries are considered as stochastic parameters [7] . In our model, this procedure is simply reduced to ignoring these missing entries when we update the hyperparameters. This is because (univariate) instances within a cluster block are assumed to be independent; hence the log-likelihood in Eqs. (1) is given by
is an indicator for the status of availability of the data cell of object i and feature j for distribution family m (1 when it is available, and 0 otherwise); X obs a subset of X that consists of the observed data only.
Simulation study on synthetic data
In this section, we report on a simulation study to evaluate the performance of our method. To the best of our knowledge, there is no algorithm in the literature that allows mixing of different types of features, as we have so far modeled. Hence, we compare the performance of our multiple co-clustering method only with co-clustering and restricted multiple clustering methods, which we model to accommodate different types of features. We set the hyperparameters α 1 , α 2 , and β relevant for generating views, feature clusters, and sample clusters in Section 2.1 to one, and the hyperparameters relevant for observations models to those specified in Appendix A. Note that we use this setting for further application of our method in Section 4. For data generation, we fixed the number of views to three and the number of object clusters to two, three, and four in views 1-3, respectively. The number of feature clusters was set to two in all views (Figure 3a) . We manipulated the number of features (per view and distribution family) (10, 50, 100), the number of objects (20, 50, 100), and the proportion of (uniformly randomly generated) missing entries (0, 0.1, 0.2). We included three types of mixtures of distributions: Gaussian, Poisson, and Categorical. Memberships of views were evenly assigned to features for each distribution family, and the feature and object cluster memberships were uniformly randomly allocated. The distribution parameters for each cluster block were fixed as in the legend of Figure 3 . We generated 100 datasets for each setting, which resulted in 100 × 27=2700 datasets.
We evaluated the performance of recovering the true cluster structure by means of an adjusted Rand index (ARI) [10] : When ARI is one, recovery of the true cluster structure is perfect. When ARI is close to zero, recovery is almost random. Specifically, we focused on recovery of mem- berships of views, and memberships of object clusters. Since the numbering of views is arbitrary, it is not straightforward to evaluate recovery of the true object cluster solutions (the correspondence between the yielded and the true object cluster solutions is not clear). Hence, to evaluate the performance of object cluster solutions, we first evaluated ARIs for all combinations of the true object clusters and yielded object cluster solutions, and then found the maximum ARI for each true object cluster solution. Lastly, we averaged the ARIs over views. In this manner, we evaluated the performance for the multiple co-clustering method and the restricted multiple clustering. The co-clustering method yields only a single object cluster solution; hence we averaged ARIs between the true object cluster solutions and this solution.
The performance of the multiple co-clustering method is reasonably good: performance of the recovery of views (red dashed line) and object clusters (red solid line) solutions improves as the number of objects increases (Table 1 and Figure 3b) . Regarding the number of features, the performance improves as the number of features increases from 20 to 50, but there is no improvement from 50 to 100. This is possibly because in our simulation setting, each feature does not clearly discriminate between object clusters; hence, adding more features does not necessarily improve the recovery of views (hence, the recovery of object cluster solutions). Lastly, when the ratio of missing entries increases, the performance just becomes slightly worse, which suggests that our method is relatively robust to missing entries.
As a whole, the multiple co-clustering method outperforms the co-clustering and the restricted multiple clustering methods. The performance of the co-clustering method is poor because it does not fit the multiple clustering structure. On the other hand, the restricted multiple clustering method can potentially fit each object cluster structure; hence, it performs somewhat well in this regard (but, not for recovery of the true memberships of views).
Application to real data
To test our multiple co-clustering method on real data, we consider three datasets: facial image data, cardiac arrhythmia data, and depression data. For facial image and cardiac arrhythmia data, the (possible) true sample clustering label is available, which enables us to evaluate clustering performance of our multiple co-clustering method. We compare the performance with the restricted multiple clustering method and two state-of-the-art multiple clustering methods: the constrained orthogonal average link algorithm (COALA, [1] ) and the decorrelated K-means algorithm [11] . These state-of-the-art methods aim to detect dissimilar multiple sample clustering solutions without partitioning of features. COALA is based on a hierarchical clustering algorithm, while decorrelated K-means is based on a K-means algorithm. The two methods also differ in the way to detect views: COALA iteratively identifies views while decorrelated K-means simultaneously does so. For both methods, we need to set the number of views and the number of sample clusters. In this experiment, we set these to the (possible) true numbers. For the depression data, no information is available on true cluster structure. Hence, we focus mainly on implications drawn from the data by our multiple co-clustering method, rather than evaluating the performance of recovery of true cluster structure.
Facial image data
The first dataset contains facial image data from the UCI KDD repository (http://archive. ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html), which consists of black and white images of 20 different persons with varying configurations (Figure 4 ): eyes (wearing sunglasses or not), pose (straight, left, right, up), and expression (neutral, happy, sad, angry). This dataset served as a benchmark for multiple clustering in several papers [8, 1] . Here, we focus on the quarter-resolution images (32 × 30) of this dataset, which results in 960 features. For simplicity, we consider two subsets of these images: data 1 consisting of a single person (named 'an2i') with varying eyes, pose and expression (data size: 32 × 960); data 2 consisting of two persons (in addition to 'an2i', we include person 'at33', data size: 64 × 960 ). We use these datasets without pre-processing.
The facial image data has multiple clustering structures that can be characterized by all of the features (global) or some of the features (local). Identification of persons (hereafter, useid) may be related to global information of the image (all features), while eyes, pose and expression are based on local information (a subset of features). Here, we focus only on pose, which is a relatively easy aspect to detect [15] . Since COALA and decorrelated K-means methods do not explicitly model relevant features for sample clustering, they can potentially capture a multiple clustering structure based on either global or local information of such a dataset. On the other hand, our multiple coclustering model is based on a partition of features, which implicitly assumes that a possible sample clustering structure is based on non-overlapping local information. Our interest in this application is to examine the performance of our multiple clustering method using such data.
To evaluate performance, we focus only on sample clustering solutions. We base our evaluation criterion on recovery of structures of useid and pose (useid is applicable only for Data 2), which is measured by the maximum value of an adjusted Rand Index between the true sample structure in question and resulting sample clustering solutions. We discuss the results for each data in the following sub-sections.
Results: Data 1
Our multiple co-clustering method yielded nine sample clusterings (i.e., nine views), one of which is closely related to pose with an adjusted Rand Index of 0.84 (Figure 5a , p <0.001 by permutation test, and Table 2 for the contingency table between true clusters and resultant sample clusters). Our method outperforms COALA and decorrelated K-means methods (the performance of both methods is similar), and performs slightly better than the restricted multiple clustering method.
Next, we analyze features that are relevant to the sample clustering based upon pose. Note that our multiple co-clustering method yields information about features relevant to a particular sample clustering solution in an explicit manner while COALA and decorrelated K-means do not. Our method yielded the pixels (features) relevant to the cluster assignment, concentrating around subregions in the right part of head and the left part of face ( Figure 6 ). This allows us to conclude that these subregions are very sensitive to different poses.
Results: Data 2
Our multiple co-clustering method yielded ten sample clusterings, three of which were closely related to useid (identification of person) and pose with adjusted Rand Indices of 0.82 (p <0.001) and Table 2 : Results of sample clustering for data 1 of the facial image data: Contingency table of the true labels (pose) and yielded clusters of multiple co-clustering (Mul), COALA, decorrelated K-means (DecK), and restricted multiple (rMul) method from (a) to (d). T1, T2, T3 and T4 are true classes of pose (straight, left, right and up); C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5 are yielded clusters for each method. Tables 3 and 4 for the contingency tables for useid and pose, respectively). To compare with COALA, our multiple co-clustering method performed a bit poorly for detecting useid, while it performed better for pose. On the other hand, the performance of our method is comparable to the decorrelated K-means method. Further, it performed slightly better than the restricted multiple clustering method. The most relevant pixels for useid concentrate near the right part of face, and the background (Figure 7 ). This can be interpreted to mean that the difference in hair style may be an important factor to distinguish between these two persons. In addition, an apparent difference in their rooms (background) also serves as a discriminating factor. 
Figure 7: Samples from image datasets for person 'an2i' and 'at33': Pixels surrounded by color boxes are selected features that yielded relevant sample clustering to useid in data2. Image configurations are ('an2i', non sunglass, straight), ('at33', non sunglass, straight), 'an2i', sunglass, left), and ('at33', sunglass, left), respectively. Expression is neutral for all samples. In these examples, the multiple clustering method correctly identified these persons.
Cardiac Arrhythmia data
Next, we apply our multiple co-clustering method to Cardiac Arrhythmia data (UCI KDD repository). Unlike the facial image data in the previous section, this dataset does not necessarily have multiple sample clustering structures (indeed, such information is not available). However, the multiple co-clustering method should be able to automatically select relevant features. The original dataset consisted of 452 samples (subjects) and 279 features that comprise various cardiac measurements and personal information such as sex, age, height, and weight (See more detail in [9] ). Some of these features are numerical (206 features) and others are categorical (73 features). Further, there are a number of missing entries in this dataset. Beside these features, a classification label is available, which classifies the subjects into one of 16 types of arrhythmia. For simplicity, we focus only on three types of arrhythmia of similar sample size: Old Anterior Myocardial infarction (sample size 15), Old Inferior Myocardial Infarction (15) and Sinus Tachycardia (13) . The objective in this section is to examine recovery performance among these three types of arrhythmia.
Application of COALA and decorrelated K-means methods to this dataset is problematic because these methods do not allow for categorical features nor missing entries. Hence, we use the following heuristic procedure to pre-process the data: Re-code a binary categorical feature using a numerical feature (taking values 0 or 1); replace missing entries with mean values of features.
Recall that these problems do not arise with our multiple co-clustering method.
Results
Our multiple co-clustering method yielded nine sample clusterings (i.e., nine views). The maximum adjusted Rand Index between the true labels and resultant clusters is 0.56 (p <0.001, Figure 8) . On the other hand, the maximum Rand Index for COALA, decorated K-means and restricted multiple clustering methods are 0.02, 0.49 and 0.39, respectively. Further, we examine subject clustering results more in detail. For our multiple co-clustering method, the subject clusters C1, C2, and C3 distinguish the three symptoms well (corresponding to T2, T1, and T3, respectively, Table 5 ). On the other hand, such a distinction is totally or partially ambiguous for the other methods. In the case of COALA, clustering results seem to be degenerate, yielding two tiny clusters (C2 and C3). For decorrelated K-means, the distinction among T1, T2, and T3 is partially ambiguous. There is a clear correspondence between C1 and T1, but C2 is a
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Lastly, we apply our multiple co-clustering method to depression data, which consists of clinical questionnaires and bio-markers for healthy and depressive subjects. The objective here is to explore ways of analyzing the results from our multiple co-clustering method in a real situation where the true subject-cluster structures are unknown. The depression data comprise 125 subjects (66 healthy and 59 depressive) and 243 features (Table 6 in Appendix B) that were collected at a collaborating university. Among these features, there are 129 numerical (e.g., age, severity scores of psychiatric disorders) and 114 categorical features (e.g., sex, genotype) with a number of missing entries. Importantly, these data were collected from subjects in three different phases. The first phase was when depressive subjects visited a hospital for the first time. The second phase was 6 weeks after subjects started medical treatment. The third phase was 6 months after the onset of the treatment. For healthy subjects, relevant data for the second and the third phases were not available (dealt as missing entries in the data matrix). To distinguish between these phase differences, we denote features in the second and the third phases with endings of 6w and 6m, respectively. Further, we did not include the label of health/depression status for clustering. We used it only for interpretation of results. We assumed that numerical features follow mixtures of Gaussian distributions in our model. To pre-process numerical features, we standardized each of them using means and standard deviations of available (i.e., nonmissing) entries.
Results
Our multiple co-clustering method yielded seven views. The majority of features are allocated to two views (view 1 and view 2 in Figure 9a ). The number of subject clusters ranges from one to five (Figure 9b ). We analyze these cluster results more in detail, focusing on view 1 and view 2. View 1 has two feature clusters for numerical features, in which the majority of features are related to DNA methylation of CpG sites of the trkb and htr2c genes with a number of missing entries (Figure 10a ). For better visualization of this view, we remove methylation-related features (Figure 10b ). Among these two (numerical) feature clusters, feature cluster 1 does not discriminate well between the yielded subject clusters (Figure11a), while feature cluster 2 does well (Figure 11b ). Hence, subject clustering in this views is largely characterized by features in feature cluster 2 (BDI26w, BDI26m, PHQ96w, PHQ96m, HRSD176w, HRSD216w, CATS:total, CATS:N, and CATS:E). The first six features are related to psychiatric disorder scores at six weeks (features ending with -6w) and six months (features ending with -6m) after the onset of depression treatment. Hence, we can interpret this to reflect treatment effects. On the other hand, CATS:total, CATS:N, and CATS:E are related to abusive experiences in the subject's childhood. Hence, these features are available before the onset of treatment. These data attributes suggest that it is possible to predict treatment effect by using features related to child abuse experiences. In particular, the distribution pattern in subject cluster 3 ( Figure 10b ) is remarkably different from those in the remaining subject clusters (Figure 11b ). In view 2, healthy and depressive subjects are well separated. The first subject cluster is for healthy subjects. The second is intermediate, and the third and fourth are for depressive subjects (Figure 10c ). Relevant numerical features are: JART, GAF, GAF6w, PANASP, PANASP6w, LES:total, LES:N, BAS, E, O, A, C, and Rep. in feature cluster 1 and BDI2, PHQ9, SHAPS, PANASN, and STAI in feature cluster 2. This result is quite reasonable, because the majority of these features are scores from clinical questionnaires that evaluate depressive disorders either negatively (smaller values in feature cluster 1) or positively (larger values in feature cluster 2).
Comparison of time complexity
Finally, we briefly discuss complexity of the clustering methods. Except for COALA, we need to run clustering methods (i.e., multiple co-clustering, decorrelated K-means, and restricted multiple clustering) with a number of random initializations for their parameters, and choose the optimal solution. Hence, computation time depends on the number of initializations. To compare complexity of computation, we make several assumptions. First, we focus on a single run of each method. The subject clusters are sorted in the descending order of the proportion of depressive subjects. For these panels, the subjects within a subject cluster are sorted in the order of healthy and depressive subjects. On the other hand, feature clusters are sorted in the order of feature clusters in the order of feature cluster size. Note that for categorical features the color is arbitrary and that missing entries are in gray.
Second, we assume the same number of iterations for convergence. Third, we assume that the numbers of views and clusters are fixed. In such a setting, time complexity for our multiple clustering method (as well as the restricted multiple clustering) is O(nd), where n and d are the number of samples and the number of features, respectively (Section 2.6). This suggests that the complexity is just linear when either n or d is fixed. On the other hand, the complexities of COALA and decorrelated K-means are O(n 2 log n+n 2 d) and O(nd+d 3 ), respectively, based on their typical algorithms [1, 11] . These results imply that the complexity of our multiple co-clustering is generally less than Figure 11 : Distributions of the standardized data within feature clusters 1 (Panel (a)) and 2 (Panel (b)). X-axis denotes subject cluster index. All relevant entries except for missing ones are accommodated in each box.
those of COALA and decorrelated K-means, suggesting superior efficiency of the present method. Indeed, in the simulation of facial image data, our multiple clustering method requires less time per run than COALA and decorrelated K-means (Figure 5c ).
Discussion
We propose a novel method of multiple clustering in which each view comprises a co-clustering structure, and each cluster block fits a univariate distribution. Though our method assumes a somewhat complicated cluster structure (multiple views of co-clustering structures), it effectively detects multiple cluster solutions by clustering relevant features within a view, based on their distributional patterns. In contrast with our multiple co-clustering method, the restricted multiple clustering method is simple and straightforward for implementation. However, from a factor-analytical perspective, fitting a single distribution to all features in a view implies the dimensional reduction of that view by a single factor, which may be too restrictive for high-dimensional data. On the other hand, our method relaxes this constraint, allowing possible factors to be inferred in a data-driven approach. Practically, if there is prior knowledge that each view consists of a single factor, then we may use the restricted multiple clustering method. Otherwise, it is preferable to use our multiple co-clustering method, as demonstrated in both synthetic and real data applications above.
In comparisons with COALA and decorrelated K-means methods, our multiple co-clustering method outperforms other state-of-the-art methods using facial image and cardiac arrhythmia data. Beyond its better performance in sample clustering, our multiple co-clustering method has several advantages over other methods. It can infer the number of views/clusters. It is applicable to datasets comprising different types of features, and it can identify relevant features. Furthermore, our method is computationally efficient. The reason for this efficiency is the fitting of a univariate distribution to each cluster block. It is notable that despite using only a univariate distribution, our multiple co-clustering method can flexibly fit a dataset by adapting the number of views/clusters by means of a Dirichlet process.
Finally, it is worth noting that the multiple co-clustering method is not only useful to recover multiple cluster structures of data, but also a single-cluster structure. In the case of single clustering, our method works by selecting relevant features for possible sample clustering. This may be the main reason that our method performs better with the cardiac arrhythmia data than COALA and decorrelated K means, which use the data without feature selection.
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Appendices A Observation models for Gaussian, Poisson and multinomial
This is a supplementary material for Section 2.4 (Observation models) in the main manuscript, providing priors, the expectation of log-likelihood and the updating equations.
A.1 Gaussian distribution
We denote univariate Gaussian density function as Gauss(·|µ, σ 2 ) where µ and σ 2 are mean and variances. We assume conjugate priors for µ and σ 2 in each cluster block:
where Ga(·|a, b) denotes Gamma distribution with shape and rate parameters (a, b). In the present paper, we set σ Finally, the expectation of the conditional log-likelihood E q(θ) log p(X 
A.2 Poisson distribution
We denote Poisson distribution as Poisson(·|λ) where λ is a rate parameter. The conjugate prior for λ is given by λ v,g,k ∼ Ga(·|α 0 , β 0 ), where we set α 0 and β 0 to one. It can be shown that the variational approximation is given by 
